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It sounds simple, but the best way to keep your child reading is to pick 
books (see our Reading List below!) in his or her reading comfort zone.  
Scientists call it the Zone of Proximal Development.  It's that sweet spot 
where reading is beneficial and fun, where vocabulary and reading 
comprehension are at 80% or better.  Harder books (above the zone) 
are frustrating while below the zone the reader is not learning.  

Parents do try to do this but with a lot of guess‐work, that risks 
frustrating their children with books that are too hard or too easy.  
Here is a way to take the guess work out.  

First, know your child's reading level in grade‐equivalent terms, e.g., a 
2.1 (second grade, first month).  Ask your child's teacher or ask us. 

Second, find out the grade level of the books you have chosen.  There 
are book lists on‐line but we recommend going to 
www.renlearn.com/store/quiz_home.asp .  This is a huge searchable 
site.  Just enter a title or author and up will come the grade level 
difficulty of the book, and the Interest Level (LG is lower grade, MG 
middle).  There are Prize Winner lists you can search for ideas also. 

Third, use the table to the left to check if the book is just right, i.e., in 
your child’s ZPD or reading zone.  For example, if your child has a 
“grade equivalent score” of 2.5 (i.e., reading at a 2nd grade 5th month 
level) and your book comes up with a 2.8 rating at the renlearn site, 
then it is fine.  It is inside the2.5 grade readers’ “suggested ZPD” of 2.3 
(2nd grade, 3rd month) to 3.3.  Note, in earlier grades the ZPD tends to 
be around or slightly above their level, in later grades it flips to the 
reverse, at grade level or lower. 

Fourth, every 3‐4 months check in on your child's reading level and re‐
set the reading zone, the ZPD. 
reat books sorted by age, gender and interest with grade‐levels 
emm.com, Username: enduring.  Password:  gains.  It is in the 
er. 

http://www.mygemm.com/
http://www.renlearn.com/store/quiz_home.asp


 

Other Reading Tips 

• Five finger rule. When selecting a book for your child, remember the five finger rule:  
open the book to any page and if he or she has trouble reading five or more words, the 
book is too difficult. 

• Rereading builds fluency, supports comprehension, and is a lifelong skill.  Have a 
student memorize a poem to say aloud with expression. Turn a story into reader’s 
theater by assigning parts and rehearsing how to read them with feeling before 
presenting the story.  Practice rereading the answering machine script before changing 
your message.  These are all fun ways to encourage rereading. 

• It’s important for students to read fiction and nonfiction.  Nonfiction is especially 
beneficial in improving vocabulary.  There are some great children’s magazines available 
in book stores or for subscription, such as Ranger Rick, National Geographic Kids, Time 
for Kids and Sports Illustrated for Kids. 

• It’s important to monitor comprehension.  Ask your child to tell you about what he or 
she has read on a regular basis.   

• Let your child hear you think aloud as you read.  Make predictions, wonder about the 
title, mention an event or story that certain details remind you of, question the meaning 
of a word, and decide to read on to see if it will make sense in context.  Then encourage 
him or her to follow your example. 

• Read chapter books aloud to your child on a regular basis.  Students as old as high 
school still enjoy and gain skills from read alouds.  Texts should be one or two levels 
above the child’s independent reading ability, and it’s important to have discussions 
about what was read. 
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